Tough Products For Tough Jobs

pro valet range
The Swarfega Pro Valet auto range of products can help you keep
your car in pristine condition with minimal effort.
A little regular care and attention will help to prevent ageing and
minimise wear and tear on internal and external car surfaces. All
Swarfega Pro Valet products are technically advanced, quick and easy
to use and give you the finest results possible.
The Swarfega brand recognises the importance of keeping your
vehicle in pristine condition, therefore our products guarantee the
best possible results. The Swarfega Pro Valet range can help to
maintain an aesthetically pleasing look to your vehicle, thus helping to
retain its value and appeal.

Exterior Products
Universal Wheel Cleaner
Tyre Clean & Shine
Trim & Bumper Shine
Tar Spot Remover

interior Products

Glass Cleaner

Dash & Trim Cleaner

High Gloss Shampoo & Wax

Foaming Upholstery Cleaner

High Gloss Polish & Wax

Leather Cleaner & Conditioner

Tough
products
for tough
jobs

Exterior Range
UNIVERSAL WHEEL CLEANER
High-cling foaming action to grip to wheel surfaces effectively, removing
baked on brake dust and dirt from all car and motorcycle wheels
Suitable for alloy, chrome, wire wheels and plastic trims
Rapidly removes brake dust, traffic film and ingrained dirt
Acid-free formulation
High-cling formulation

TYRE CLEAN & SHINE
Foaming silicone based dressing, which has been developed to protect and
shine in one easy action, leaving a deep black, wet look finish on tyre walls
Formulated to give an ‘as new’ look
Foaming action lifts dirt and maximises contact time
Restores original deep-gloss finish to tyres
Protects and shines in one action

TRIM & BUMPER SHINE
Quickly restores colour and appearance to plastic, vinyl, rubber trims and
bumpers
Fast and effective formulation
Rejuvenates and restores colour and revives that lustrous shine
Excellent on dark surfaces like bumpers and rubber seals
Protects against the effects of weathering

BUG, TAR & SPOT REMOVER
Softens tar marks with its fast acting non-abrasive formulation. Dissolves oil
& grease and is suitable for use on all paintwork, bodywork, wheels and trims
Removes tar, bug and oil spots from paintwork and trims
Safe to use on all paint surfaces and trims
Fast and effective in use
Suitable for use on all paintwork and bodywork

GLASS CLEANER
Blend of active ingredients in an easy-to-use spray for removing dirt, grime
and greasy marks from interior and exterior mirrors and windows
Fast, effective and economical formulation
Removes nicotine, insect residues and traffic grime
Leaves a sparkling smear-free finish
Clean, fresh fragrance

HIGH GLOSS SHAMPOO & WAX
Wax enriched formulation that deep cleans bodywork, removing stubborn
dirt and grime, leaving a streak-free high gloss wax shine every time
Fast and efficient at removing dirt and traffic film
Contains added wax to provide a greater shine
Leaves a streak-free wax finish and high gloss shine
Biodegradable and safe for use on all paintwork

HIGH GLOSS POLISH & WAX
A blend of silicone fluids, cleaning agents & cutting compounds to leave
oxidised or heavily tarnished paintwork in ‘as new’ show room condition
New ‘easy on, easy off’ formulation
Effortlessly produces a durable and long lasting high gloss shine
Restores bodywork back to ‘show room’ like finish
Safe for use on all paintwork

interior Range

DASH & TRIM CLEANER
Instantly restores plastic, vinyl and rubber dash and trim plates to ‘show
room’ like condition
Removes light contaminants, such as nicotine stains & finger prints
Produces a brilliant, sparkling shine
Leaves vehicle interior with a clean, apple fresh fragrance
Use regularly to maintain protection

FOAMING UPHOLSTERY CLEANER
Powerful cleaner & stain remover which quickly breaks down and penetrates
contamination, allowing easy removal of unsightly marks and stains
Unrivalled cleaning on upholstery and trim
Breaks down and lifts soiling instantly from surfaces
Suitable for use on upholstery, door panels and plastic trim
Leaves vehicle interior with a clean, fresh fragrance

LEATHER CLEANER & CONDITIONER
Effectively cleans and helps preserve the appearance of your car’s leather,
upholstery and trim
Unrivalled cleaning on leather upholstery and trim
Breaks down and lifts soiling instantly from surfaces
Conditions leather to maintain suppleness
Prevents ageing by replenishing the leathers’ natural oils

INTERIOR

EXTERIOR

Choose the right Swarfega Pro Valet
product for your valeting requirements
PRODUCT

DESCRIPTION

STOCKCODE

SIZE

Swarfega
Universal Wheel Cleaner
Swarfega
Tyre Clean & Shine
Swarfega
Trim & Bumper Shine
Swarfega
Bug, Tar & Spot Remover
Swarfega
Glass Cleaner
Swarfega
High Gloss Shampoo & Wax
Swarfega
High Gloss Polish & Wax
Swarfega
Dash & Trim Cleaner
Swarfega
Foaming Upholstery Cleaner
Swarfega
Leather Cleaner & Conditioner

Wheel cleaner for all types
of vehicles

SPV500UWC

500ml Aerosol

Protects and shines tyre walls

SPV500MTCS

500ml Aerosol

SPV500TBS

500ml Aerosol

SPV500TSR

500ml Aerosol

SPV500MGC

500ml Aerosol

Restores colour and appearance
to trim and bumpers
Removes tar spots, bug and oil
spots from paintwork and trims
Cleans vehicle interior and
exterior windows and mirrors
High gloss vehicle shampoo
and wax
High gloss vehicle polish
and wax
Cleans and restores vehicle
interior dash and trims
Cleans vehicle upholstery
and trim
Cleans and conditions vehicle
leather upholstery

SPV500SW

500ml Bottle

SPV500HGP

500ml Bottle

SPV500DTC

500ml Aerosol

SPV500FUC

500ml Aerosol

SPV500LC

500ml Aerosol

For further technical information contact the

TECHNICAL SERVICES HOTLINE ON 01773 880367
TE
YOUR LOCAL SWARFEGA DEALER IS:

Floor Standing Display Unit
Manufactured from robust extruded
polypropylene, this lightweight display unit
is easy to assemble, has a minimal footprint
and will maintain its appearance over its life
in store.
Stock Code: SPV1POS

UK LIT0029/0607
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